
Clubs & Players Databases 
 

The South Wales Women’s and Girls’ League (SWWGL) is the biggest female            
football league in Wales with over 55 clubs, 175 teams and 2500 players. This              
means there is a significant workload in adding and updating information which used             
to be done with a combination of spreadsheets and paper based systems.  
 
As this whole operation is run by a handful of volunteers there was a need to                
introduce new systems to help with all of the processes and workload involved. 
 
 
In 2016 we developed a Player      
registration system using the web-based     
Knack database to fully replace paper      
based Registration Cards and Team     
Sheets with a fully electronic system.      
This includes allowing any member of      
the public to add new players and       
authorised Club users to update their      
player details.  
 

 
 
Club administrators do their data preparation and planning online then League           
administrators follow on with their review and approvals online. Both can then            
produce electronic Team Sheets and Registration Reports that replace old paper           
and card based systems. League personnel can also produce comprehensive          
reports and charts of players by age and club to analyse the current status and               
growth of female football across South Wales.  
 



 
 
 
 
 

This has resulted in major improvements in       
efficiency and report quality for everyone involved. 

SWWGL Registration Secretary   
Claire Humphreys says that “It’s     
an absolutely amazing system,    
I have no paperwork to store so less mess at home and it’s reduced hours of time                 
spent going through paperwork. I have my very own little office in a box, with               
everything available at the click of a button.” 
 
 
 
  



 
 

 
 
In 2017 we developed this further by replacing a spreadsheet based system of Club              
details and Team entries with another web-based Knack database. This has been            
extended to provide a comprehensive Club management system with all the details            
that the League requires including all data necessary to upload to our League             
website as well as generation of invoices and payment tracking.  
 

 
 
As a volunteer organisation, efficient and accurate invoicing followed by tracking of            
payments has been an opportunity for improvement. There has been a step change             
in effectiveness with the introduction of automated invoicing leading to 93% of            
payments received within a month rather than throughout the season. 

 
The database has also been utilised to collect        
feedback surveys, online voting, produce     
venue maps, club, team and coaches reports       
as well as managing fines.  
  



 
With the scale of the League the database is now          
absolutely essential to effectively manage such      
large amounts of data in a timely and efficient         
manner for all users. We now have a fully online          
system accessible by all users anytime, anywhere       
on any device. The level of professionalism we        
have been able to introduce is unsurpassed in the         
management of any league in the region. 
 
 

SWWGL League Secretary Gail Powell says that “After years of struggling to run a              
league with spreadsheets and email it's like a magic box with all the answers”.              
Several Club Secretaries have already commented to her that they wish the boys             
leagues had the same system as it is so much easier for everyone. 
 
 
 
Both of these databases demonstrate the potential for extending this type of solution             
to other sporting leagues or to be adapted for other communities and businesses.             
You may view some of the public pages of this database here to give you an idea of                  
the capabilities. If you wish to find out any more details or discuss a demonstration               
then please contact james.standerwick@gmail.com 
 

https://swwgl.knack.com/coaches#club-badges/
mailto:james.standerwick@gmail.com

